


 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As I drive my car around Monsey I seem to be lost. My GPS isn’t working and there’s no one to ask 

for directions. I figure if I just keep driving I’ll eventually find a street that I’ll recognize. I turn left on the corner 
and drive down a street called Templer Road. From there I go straight for three blocks and turn left onto Chase 
Boulevard. I am totally lost, and I have no clue how I’m getting home. My cell phone is dead, and the charger is 
in my other car so that’s no help either. I end up at a street called Memory. So, I turn left down Memory Lane 
and start slowly driving down the block. The houses on this block are so interesting like nothing I have ever 
seen. The names of the families are things like cake bake and switch. What crazy names. The first house on 
the block was the connect five family. They had their children running back and forth putting down different 
color papers all over their lawn. There was Zisha and boys from all ages holding balloons and trying to get five 
colored papers in a row. The second house was made of beads and fishing string. Now who would make their 
house out of beads??!!  The next house was the candy hunt house. There was candy everywhere. All the people 
were running around getting candy and bringing it back inside to eat. This looked like so much fun. They had so 
much candy!! The next house was the rubber band boys. They were stretching a huge, long rubber band across 
their entire property. There were two of their sons Yissachor and Zevulan who were trying to stretch their 
rubber bands as far as they could go. All of the sudden there was a loud snap and the rubber bands snapped. 
The next family was covered in red and blue. When I asked why they said it was something called Olympics. 
There were people singing and cheering and having an amazing time. There was races and face paint everywhere. 
As I roll on and on, I see the cake bake house. There are so many cakes rolling out of this house. The cake bake 
family can’t help but load up all these funny candies on the cakes. I see all the cakes look very much the same, 
but some are missing a little here and there. What’s this a house made of money? That’s right at 34 Memory 
Lane there is a house covered in different color money. The money is everywhere, and it seems like the whole 
family is diving and rolling all over to collect as much of this colorful money as they can. I wonder which one of 
these kids will get the most money. Right next door there seems to be a big competition going on. There is an 
arm-wrestling match, a ball throwing match, a volleyball match and much more. It looks like the neighbors with 
all that money are coming over to bet on the outcomes of these matches. Very cool. Wow this block has a whole 
game show house!! As I look into the window, I see deal or no deal, family feud, and who wants to be a millionaire. 
There’s also boulder dash and minute to win it. This block is insane. The loudest house is the Switches. This 
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house is running around like crazy doing twenty different things. They are all having such an amazing time doing 
all these fun activities. As I turn the bend on Memory Lane, I see a whole row of coach busses lined up. When I 
ask a driver what this is all about, he told me this is where they depart for special trips. I watch as one bus 
says bowling on it. All these boys are piling on the bus to go on an amazing bowling trip. There are strikes and 
spares galore as each kid tries to beat their parents in bowling. The next bus is to an indoor waterpark called 
Kalahari. The boys spend the night rip roaring down the best water slides ever. There’s a bus headed to a place 
called Jumpz and Thrillz. Here all the kids were jumping and flipping. They all tried to do the really hard balance 
beams and swinging ropes. I pass by the busses and drive by what looks like Sherlock Holmes house. It’s the 
code breaker house. The family is searching everywhere to break the code which seems to say something like 
a certain camp is the greatest in the world. I think a boy named Yossi Newman is great at this. The next few 
houses all have cameras and stages. It seems it’s the playhouses. The first one is showing a play about a man 
looking for forgiveness and finally finding out his friend was the one he needed forgiveness from. The second 
house was a wild crazy house with all the people doing things over and over again just in a different way, when 
I heard all the screaming and the slow motion, I realized it was time to keep driving. The third house with all the 
lights and cameras was a mixture of people davening in a very silly strange way and some solders and men 
looking at their watches wondering why they’re still there. As I get to 55 Memory Lane it seems like there is 
an amazing game of musical chairs. There is blasting music and cheering going on as the family struggle to get 
a chair at the table. On the other side of the street there are more busses headed off to another waterpark 
called Camel Beach. This place is huge and the wave pool here is absolutely rocking. The tube slides and body 
slides are zipping fast, and it is a trip that will be remembered for many months to come. What’s all that music?? 
As I round the corner, I see there is a huge and I mean huge carnival going on. It must be some type of block 
party. There is popcorn, cotton candy and loads of rides. There are booths and prizes all over the place. I can’t 
understand how these people would ever get any sleep. There is always so much happening!! More busses!!?? 
Another trip??! This time I see many kids with their baseball mitts. Must be they are all going to a baseball 
game. I’m right, it’s off to the Boulders game. the boys are all so excited to catch foul balls and meet the players. 
They get autographs and Frisbees, shirts, and bats. They enjoy some great food at the game and drink down 
some cool sodas. As I inch along slowly so I don’t miss anything, I have to swerve out of the way, so I don’t 
drive over the small white envelopes. There seems to be little picture in them and the kids on the block are all 
trying to piece things together. This looks like major fun!! I would stop but I still need to get home and it’s 
getting late. As I near the end of the block I notice there are still some busses, so this means yet another trip 
to another waterpark/amusement park. This time the Clementon Park is so much fun the kids don’t want to 
leave. They go an all the rides even the ring of fire which goes around and around till you throw up. The last few 



 

 
 

houses on this block are also covered in blue and red. As I pass by, I see there is color war going on. The scores 
are so close, and the teams are so competitive. The songs and sports are in full gear as I stop with my window 
down. I can hear AND THE WINNING TEAM IS THE TEAM OF RRREEEEDDD!! People are jumping and 
yelling and are so happy. I see hugs and tears and it all looks like a really beautiful thing. As I get to the corner 
there’s another special looking party bus headed off to a place called high exposure. There, all the kids will climb 
to the sky and have a blast challenging themselves in so many skills. Well, I’m at the end of the block and I didn’t 
even mention all the pools and the amazing swimming I saw. All the different courts and all the fields along the 
way. All the ball playing I saw and all the tough plays I witnessed. At the corner there’s a stop sign and when I 
look up, I see a street sign that says the very new Pomona Road. I turn right and take that to the Old Pomona 
Road and take that to the New Pomona Road. That’s when I finally realize I’m just a few minutes from CAMP 
CHEVRA!! As I pull into camp, I see our esteemed Director Yitz Greenbaum. The most kindhearted sensitive 
guy I know. A guy that just makes kids smile and knows how to make things matter. A guy that has his finger 
on everything going on and makes everything work. Next to him is the ever-talented Rabbi Peikes. A Rebbe 
that brings such gishmak and creativity to camp. a guy who really didn’t stop the whole summer to make it the 
best ever. As I park my car, I see I’m right next to Dovi Wizel. My assistant head counselor who really is my 
partner through and through. It was such a pleasure speaking to him every Sunday and planning the week. So 
many amazing ideas and always so organized and thought out. After heading to learning groups I see my favorite 
brother-in-law (I think it’s safe to say that here) pulling into camp. What can I say the guy has skills? The videos 
this year have been amazing as ever. Your maturity and responsibilities this year really established you as a 
true head staff member. You have become a real part of this camp and its always so nice spending the summer 
with you. At the break I see Shua Berman who was probably the hardest worker in camp. He runs the amazing 
Pre-1A program literally single handedly. You are the kindest and most caring guy I know. As the last week of 
camp comes around it’s the ultimate paperclip race. I’m writing this article on a very strict deadline and it has 
to be in by Sunday. I have no idea what Tuesday will look like but if there is an awards ceremony and let’s make 
a deal, I’m sure the last day will be amazing. It’s been a long day and getting lost on my way to camp wasn’t 
that great, but I’m happy I had a chance to make it down memory lane. It was a summer to not be forgotten!! 
You campers were so amazing, and all you staff were so great (lockbox ‘22). I truly had an amazing summer, 
and I must see you all next year in Chevra 2022!!  

Your Head Counselor, 
Rabbi Sherman 

 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Squeak…Squeak…Squeak! 
 
What Daniel Haas just told me ruined my day. The rumors are unfortunately true. 

Camp Chevra 2021 HAS COME TO AN END! NOOOOOO! I’m blinking back hot tears as I’m 
writing this, and my emotions are in turmoil. Let me explain to you why this news is just 
devastating for me. 

For 15 years I have been living here at Pomona Middle School. I have my set 
schedule – I stay in my mousehole all day and only roam around at night when I eat glue 
and pencils (not tasty at all, but my stomach can handle these foods). The kids that go 
to school here are sad, quiet kids that have no excitement or fun in them…frankly 
speaking, it’s boring here. 

All of a sudden, this summer, out of the blue grey, there was laughter in the 
hallways during the day. There was excitements in kids voices as they spoke to each 
other. There was life at Pomona Middle School!!! That was the day that Camp Chevra 
came to my home. My life changed! For one, the canteen was fully stocked with so many 
goodies – it was a crime not to nosh from there! (Actually, it was a crime, which is why the 
Canteen Manager has been out to get me this whole summer.) Second of all, the boys 
were so nice! Especially the Chevra X boys, they just looked like they were having the 
summer of their lives…and I was desperate to have a part of that. 

These past 8 weeks have made me feel as if I belonged somewhere, and I will 
forever cherish these memories for the rest of my life. Like, how can I forget the amazing 
and competitive leagues, both of the first half with the millionaires and of second half 
with the shark teams. Or what about the yummy refreshment that the Chasidish Guy 
buys every day for everyone to eat after a long and fun day playing sports. (My favorite 
is the squeeze up ices, but Benny Newhouser told me that he loves the ice cream 
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sandwiches.) I can’t believe that I will be forced to go back to pencil shavings and glue… 
sniff. 

But, hands down, the most exciting part of Chevra X is the weekly Thursday trips. 
You see, the Man with the Polo Shirt and The Rabbi arrange a different surprise trip to 
end off each week (in Pomona Middle School on the other hand the kids get a test to 
cap off each week…see the difference?!). Avraham Peikes told me that this year had 
the best trips in the history of camp. On the first week the boys were off to Kalahari 
Indoor Waterpark where they had a nighttime of adventure and fun. Or how about the 
fact that I, little Michoel Mouse, went on a party bus twice this summer! The first time 
was when Camp Chevra X went to Sportstime USA. On the way there, Skateboard Zisha 
hit play on his historically old phone and ‘BOOM’ - music was blasting out of everywhere! 
The disco lights were flashing! The boys were jumping! The party was coming to life! (I was 
running for my life side to side, narrowly dodging 40 pairs of legs jumping up and down). As 
far as supper went, The Rabbi stuffed the Canteen Manager’s Camry with so much good 
food (deli rolls, hush puppies, french fries…my mouth is watering just thinking about it). On 
that trip, that there was no room to fit in any drinks whatsoever. 

 The second time I went on a party bus was just last week when we went to High 
Exposure! Now that was a fun trip! All the boys had a blast rock climbing (or in some cases 
– picture frame climbing) up the high walls! This was after a massive pizza party by the 
way – you see Chevra-X really does spoil their campers… and I get the leftovers 😊 

What about the 2 swim BBQs? The first one ended a tad early thanks to the pouring 
rain and everyone had to jump out of the pool and run for cover. I personally jumped into 
Shaya Horowitz’s backpack and stayed there until the storm passed, and only then did 
I go around rummaging for food. The second BBQ definitely made up for the first one! 
The food was out of this world and apparently The Man with the Polo Shirt and The 
Rabbi really know how to grill. I went to bed that night full of amazing memories and 2 
whole ounces heavier (ounces is like pounds for mice). 

 Another amazing memory that sticks out in my mind is when the boys packed 
onto one of the 4 transportation vehicles: The Rabbi’s 12 passenger miracle van, The 
Chassidish Guy’s roller coaster, The Man with the Polo Shirt’s equipment-mobile, and the 
Canteen Manager’s Camry. We then drove in shifts to Garnerville Kosher Grill!!! At the 
restaurant everyone was treated to burgers, chicken fingers, poppers, and fries. Man, 



 

 
 

those leftovers were of the best food I ever ate!  After that awesome supper, The Rabbi 
and Skateboard Zisha played an awesome game of Pyramid with all the Chevra X guys. 
On the way back I got into a schmooze with Moshe Weissberg, Elya Adler, Netanel & Azriel 
Klein in The Chassidish Guy’s car (he was too distracted listening to music that was at 
the highest volume literally shaking the car with every beat) …good times… 

 There was also one week that we all went to Orchard Hill Park and 
demolished Camp Regesh in a Chevra vs. Regesh baseball game (occasionally I still get 
nightmares of The Man With the Polo Shirt pitching one of his famous curve balls to my 
face in his shorts … Yikes!!!) 

All in all, I had the summer of my lifetime this year, and now…and now… it’s all gone! 
No more leagues! No more refreshments! No more Chassidish Guy! No more Man with the Polo 
Shirt! No more Really Big Jolly Loud Gentleman! No more Rabbi! No more Canteen! (The 
Canteen Manager I’m ok with him not being there- but not the actual canteen!) But the 
saddest thing of all, the thing I will miss the most, is that there will be no more Camp.  

As I sign off for the last time, I want to remind all of you readers, that you guys are 
so lucky to be a part of this wonderful, amazing, super, exciting, thrilling, marvelous, 
fabulous, superb, remarkable, fantastic camp in the whole wide world, and I wish that I 
could come along with you, but sadly my place is here in Pomona Middle School. I will 
forever cherish these memories and I hope that you guys remember me as you pass by. 
Have a wonderful year and let’s keep in touch! Oh, and I almost forgot, good riddance 
Kalman the Lazy Klumsy Cat! 

 
Yours truly, forever and ever, 

Michoel Mouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No way. It can’t be. It’s impossible. How can the summer be over already? It passes so fast. It seems 

like just yesterday that Yitz and I were meeting every week, to discuss trips, staff, special activities etc... 

However, Eli Smith (the best videographer in the world) said he would dock my whole salary if I don’t write 

a yearbook article by 12 today, so I guess it really is over. So here goes. 

 

The summer may be over, but what a summer it was. We started in a new building (our 10th so far) 

and had an air-conditioned dining room. The ac was black and white with Gedalia Siklos in front of it. The 

other ac was more like certain staff members and only worked half the summer. Then it went to Eretz Yisrael 

to learn yeshiva. The first day was pizza day. 50+ pies and X-Treme division garlic knots and fries had 

everyone well nourished. This was combined with the beads necklaces which some kids are still walking 

around with (ahem). Connect five was the most amazing game ever; it involved skill, speed, strategy, and a 

lot of cheating. We then had a lot of rain and after a scintillating game of scoreless staff basketball, we had 

Chevra bingo. Rabbi Sherman wheeled and dealed and gave some campers a year’s worth of goodies (and 

that wasn’t even for the winners). Even Shaya Horowitz was impressed. 

 

We followed that up with candy crush; after we rescued the candy from the clutches of Shua Berman 

we still had one big candy party. No Yaakov Ansbacher you cannot have more. Rubber band day was a big 

stretch. Sruli Rosen is still stretching his out and he is already on Pennington, while Davey made a wrong 

turn on Wayne and is currently in Montvale. Speaking of Montvale we then went on an amazing trip to 

Thrillz, Jumpz, and Bruises. I jumped on the air-bag and sent Dovid Benjamin flying so high, he was taller 

than Yitzy Breger. The coach busses were amazing, Avi Fiskus was impressed. Rabbi Sherman made challah 

with the Pre-1a and Shlomo Cohen was a master braider, Yitzi Appel was a pro as well. 

 

We then had the most amazing magician ever. He proved that is there no such thing as magic, as 

none of his tricks worked. He did make 900 dollars disappear faster than Zisha Fortgang at the canteen. He 

also eventually broke out Olympic day, after a brief 20 minute attempt to pull out the banner. Olympic day 

was amazing. The face paint etc was amazing. Eitan Zelikovich was rocking the blue with Shuey Rosen and 
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Elchonon Kut and co., and half the Heinemans. JoJo Taub and the rest of the Heinemans and Eitan Vilinsky 

roared back for the red team.  

 

Olympic day was loud and loaded. Elmo fell but was okay, and CPW threw the biggest ball possible 

and knocked out six staff members. The plays had bombs and Daniel Ginsberg’s plethora of voices. Rabbi 

Sherman wiped out trying to do Twins from France shtick but x-rays were negative. In the end the red team 

won and they celebrated by jumping up and down and taking Eli Smith to Fireside. Picture hunt is always a 

blast and grand prize winners were flying in. 

 

We then got into Tisha B’av mode and with the superb acting of Azriel Klein put on a superb cantata 

on short notice. We learned how to always treat everyone with respect and caring. The lesson was well 

learned.  

 

Week four, the music finally started. After a refreshing post chatzos trip to the pool, we had a massive 

game of musical chairs. Akiva Benovitz was a pro but even he could not beat Osher Vaksman who emerged 

victorious. The pre1a also played, and Nosson Shulman, Hillel Frankel, and Yair Slatus were amazing. Yair 

Slatus was dancing to the music, and Yosef Ahron Steinman was the DJ. Tuesday was bowling day. Davey 

was already there with his rubber band rope, but the rest of us took busses. The X-treme bus forgot which 

trip it was and broke down in the Boulders’ parking lot. No one was able to get higher than Rabbi Sherman 

and win a 12 pack of caffeinated sugary carbonated water, but Yehuda Meir Schwartz got a brocha and 

after his strike won a large slush. 

 

On Wednesday we had cake bake. The competition was fierce. Menachem Eisenberg’s bunk won the 

pre1a division, while bunks Shimon and Yissachar dominated the other contests. Everyone was a winner 

because they got to eat the cake, baked by all the wives of the head staff. The only people who didn’t win 

were the head staff who had to clean up the mess afterward. Whoa messy. Then came playoffs and 

championships. What competition! Competition was not as great during the millionaire game as Boris 

Johnson was not the goalie for the Russian hockey team but rather the prime minister of England.  

 

The winning teams were Oregano for the Junior Division led By Shmuel Dovid Ullman, Sonata for 

the senior leagues led by Eli Gewirtzman, and Jet Ski won the major leagues led by Sruly Rosen. Avromi 



 

 
 

Halberstam’s team won night leagues. They all received trophies at the banquet. Chevra x had a party bus 

trip to Sportime USA to cap off the most amazing first half ever. 

 

The second half started off with a bang. Yup, another thunderstorm. This didn’t bother us because 

our trips had coach busses. The juniors and pre1a bounced at bounce u. They received diplomas, and 16 pies 

of pizza. The other 34 pies went to the older kids as their trips were later in the day. The 3rd, 4th and 5th 

graders went to Camel Beach Water Park and outlasted the lightning to have a great time. The thunder may 

have gone “boom” but Chevra was louder with “BOOM CHICKA CHEVRA CHICKA BOOM”. Then we all did 

all the slides and rides and had an awesome time. While this was going on the X-Tremes were battling their 

own thunder storms in Six Flags New England. Those quickly exited and Erez Wolfset Conquered the 

Superman. The rides were amazing and then it was off to Albany for our overnight. After a breakfast of 

fresh bagels and a birthday cake for Abie Shenker, we climbed and caved in Air Rock Gym. Daniel Halpert 

found the zip line. We got home just in time for a game of Balderdash and naturally my team won. Thursday 

was Family Feud and Deal or no deal and another great week was in the books. 

 

Week six started with an amazing carnival, first Yishai Beller and Avi Ergas showed everyone how 

the Kapow works. Eli Brown tumbled down the 25 foot slide and Yisrully Gold beat Rabbi Wizel in the navy 

seals ride. Then the booths opened. The races were amazing. Jacob is still eating watermelon Akiva Kahana 

won a prize and Shua Appel signed up for camp. Elya Adler was covered in cotton candy and Rabbi Sherman 

still has not cleaned the popcorn machine.  

 

Tuesday was finally pay day, all day we earned money, and after calculating it, it was time for OTB, 

except that first we had to go the BOULDERS game. The games were exciting back and forth. The weather 

was surprisingly amazing. Binyamin Gruenebaum caught a foul ball, and Sammy Tenembaum caught a t-

shirt. Rabbi Sherman was dancing on the big screen and the boulders won 5-4 after 6 hours and twenty 

minutes of scintillating baseball. But we didn’t rest there. It was on to OTB and I of course won the home 

run derby, Rabbi Sherman won the volleyball but Yitzy Breger got respect. Kobi Goldfarb won at football 

and Rabbi Ari Krasnow won at gymnastics. Rabbi Wizel won the egg race but he accidentally swallowed the 

spoon.  Thursday was switch, and went amazingly well. The gym was so hyper active even Ms. Young was 

impressed. If anyone sees Yitz’s Frisbee, he would like it back. Some more challah was made and the pre1a 

found lots and lots of candy for Shabbos party. Shloimy Goldstein also did but we made him give it back. 

 



 

 
 

Week seven started again with a bang. Yes, lockers were clanging everywhere as the campers were 

desperately trying to find picture fragments hidden in well placed envelopes. Envelope 7 is still missing. Then 

came our Clementon trip. What a trip it was. Coach busses zoomed into the parking lot and we zoomed into 

lunch. We then rode all the rides in the amusement park (all five) and drank free soda. The water park was 

awesome. Wave pool for the lazy staff members, slides and rides for everyone else. Everyone had a great 

time except for Eli Smith. Someone stole his plush soda bottle that I won for him. Then the ride home was 

amazing, after a crazy COLOR WAR breakout on the video show, we had a thunder and lightning show that 

was unmatched. Rabbi Sherman’s bus got to watch for longer than the rest of us.  

 

 Color war was amazing as usual. Generals Meir and Sruly were fierce while lieutenants Jacob and 

Bentzi were their usual intense selves. Elmo became a tiger and the war was on. Races were wild both in the 

gym and at the pool and lunch games were full of excitement. Sports, cheering, swikering, and ruach filled 

the day. We ended with hilarious skits (sort of) and cheer songs. All that led to a close race. 

 

Day two was incredible. The grand bechina was a technological marvel, followed by all out basketball 

and dodge ball games. Swikers went on an incredible hike and pre1a had their own songs. Team time came 

and went and the grand sing was here. Cheer songs raised the roof and the plays brought it down. The blue 

team was short and to the point and red was long and without a point. They both earned lots of points. 

Alma Maters followed and it was so emotional and well done. Then banners great job blue team and Mrs. 

Kut. Finally, ba da da da dum the winner is the RED TEAM. Playoffs and championships followed by banquet 

and deal or no deal and grand raffles. Then quiet reigns. We will miss you so much.  

 

Thank you Yitz, Rabbi Sherman, Rabbi Wizel, Rabbi Oppen, Shua Berman, Eli Smith, Zishe, the 

rabbeim, all parents, our counselors, junior counselors, and course most of all our amazing campers. We 

loved having all of you. Have a great year in yeshiva, keep in touch, and we’ll see you next year. 

 

Yours Truly 

Rabbi Peikes 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wow!! I can't believe it!! No!! Come back!! Camp is ending!? But we 
just started!! It seems like only yesterday we were coming to camp 
trying to remember everyone's name!! Oh, and trying to get lunch and to 
the pool on time!! But we did!! And what a summer it was!! Between the 
kickball and dodgeball and soccer and connect 4 and sorry and magna 
tiles and play doh and chalk and riding toys (pant pant - aseres) and I 
haven't even mentioned all the crafts and trips and snacks!! And the slip 
n slide!! How can I forget that!! And the plays!! And Menachem Eisenberg 
screaming at the top of his lungs!! And getting balls stuck on top of the 
roof and in the tree!! (That is true!! That actually happened!!) And 
Shalom Gross getting the wrong things from 7-11!! And poor Gershon Korn 
had to wear a mask when his order showed up while the rest of us stood 
around him without one!! And Dovi Silver giggling at everything!! And 
Moshe Z Shechter's choice of music!! And the4 amazing ICE CREAM 
PARTY!! YAY!! Boy was that great!! Between the swimming boys and the 
non- swimmers everyone had a blast, whether in the pool or the gym or 
the classroom playing games with Shua Berman or someone losing the 
same exact shirt 2 days in a row everyone kept their spirits up with a 
lot of fun!! And kudos to Chaim Wiederman Shlomo Stern and the 
Spivak’s for beating me in. Connect 4!! The boys joined in the Olympics 
and color war fun with races and their very own songs which they sang 
with gusto!! The boys loved playing games so much!! Up the hill!! Down 
the hill!! Hot in the sun or cool in the shade or on a cloudy day!! And 
then there were the lollipops and freeze-pops and scratch-offs!! Every 
day the boys earned a lot of these by cleaning up their bunkrooms and 
did it splendidly!! The crafts ranged from easy to confusing but the boys 
gamely tried them all as best as they could!! Fridays brought a fun 

Munchkin Happenings!! 
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activity where the boys would have a hunt for their Shabbos party 
candy!! All the trips we went on were successful as all the boys tried as 
many of the activities as they could!! By the bowling alley the boys 
never stop knocking down the pins, but it was Yitzy Schwartz who had 
the most with 105 points!! The next week we went to Bounce-U with all 
the fun bouncy houses and obstacle courses!! And boy did the kids have a 
blast there!! From the slides and moon bounce to the life size connect 4 
and the massage chair it was a lot of fun!! And the next week camp 
brought the moon bounces to camp!! Paired with the carnival it was an 
amazing day!! With booths like watermelon eating races and hockey 
shots and chocolate chips in marshmallow fluff and coke or Pepsi, the 
boys played them all to get as many tickets as they could!! Later in the 
week we went to the playground for some open-air fun!! Slides and 
monkey bars and sliding poles galore!! What a day!! The next week we 
went to Chuck E Cheese!! All the fun games and rides and snacks and 
drinks brought out a lot of happiness and smiling and laughing!!  

 
I would also like to take a minute to thank all the staff for working 

hard all summer to make sure all the kids stayed happy!! 
 
What a summer!! I can't believe it is over, but I know there is more 

in store for the future!! Have a great year everyone and I hope to see you 
soon again!! 

 
 

Shua Berman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

BEST IN BUNK 
BUNK A – NAFTOLI KLEIN 
BUNK B – SHAUL EICHORN 

BUNK C – YOSEF AARON STEINMAN 
BUNK D – SHLOMO COHEN 

AVRAHAM – DANIEL MUHLBAUER 
YITZCHOK – DOVI FRIEDMAN 

MENASHE – MANNY HERTZBERG 
EPHRAIM – MOSHE LAMPERT 
REUVEN – MOSHE GELMAN 

SHIMON – MEIR RUBIN 
LEVI – SAMMY TENEMBAUM 

YEHUDA – GAVRIEL HALPERT 
YISSACHAR – NACHI KOHN 

ZEVULUN – CHONI MAROZOV 
X-TREME – MOSHE SCHILLER 

 
BEST IN LEARNING 

RABBI WEISS/WIENER – CHANOCH LOWENSTEIN 
RABBI FORTGANG/HALPERT – ARIEL KAHANA 

RABBI EISENBERG – SHMUEL STRIMLING 
RABBI LEFKOWITZ – ELIMELECH STERNBUCH 

RABBI WIZEL – YEHUDA MEIR SCHWARTZ 
RABBI BERMAN – SHIMMY STERN 

RABBI WEINSTEIN – AVRAHAM PEIKES 
RABBI SHERMAN – SHIMON GREENSPAN 

RABBI LOEWY – TZVI ISRAEL 
 

CAMPER OF THE SUMMER – SHIMON GREENSPAN 
LEARNER OF THE SUMMER – TZVI ISRAEL 

















ZE ONLY ARTICLE TO INVOLVE RUSSIAN ZOLDIERZ
Becauze leaguez iz WAR

 

August 9, 2021, Chevra HQ

Eli Smith: Yitz, can Dani Ginsberg be exempt of writing a yearbook article this time around?

Yitz Greenbaum: Why? He writes well.

Eli Smith: Yes, but our printing expenses are gonna skyrocket...

 

March 15, 1954, Russian HQ

Dani: Greetings Vladimir! Glad to see you could make it.

Vladimir: Good to zee yoo too Dani! Zo vhat'z ze plan zis time to stop ze evil Americanz from invading
Mother Russia?

Dani: Today's conference isn't about that. Today is a special day. Today--we are going to talk about my
bunk.

Vladimir: Eh... zat didn't happen yet... even I know yoo only ztarted yoor counzelor career in ze
diztant future year of 2013...

Dani: Details details! Don't mind that! It'll make this article more interesting. Hey, who's this guy
coming in?

Vladimir: Yoo don't recognize?! Zis eez Commander Muklovsky! Ze legend himzelf!

Dani: ...

Honored to finally meet you commander! I've heard many stories about you.

Commander M: Enough vith ze pleasantriez! Vhy eez zere an ice-cream-truck-ambulance pulling in to ze
parking lot?

Dani: NO!

Vladimir: Eet can't be!

Dani: He couldn't have known! There is no way he would've known about this conference unless... someone
from the inside must have told him...

Vladimir: Zere eez a zpy among uz! A zpy told Igor Ze Medic zat ve are here!

Commander M: Zat'z Igor Ze Medic?! EVERYONE RUN FOR COVER!

Igor Ze Medic: Hello hello! Eet's yoor favorite doctor, here to zave ze day! 1-8-7-7 Igor Ze Medic,  I-
G-O-R Igor Ze Medic, 1-8-7-7 Igor Ze Medic, Igor vill make sure yoo don't die today!

Dani: Too many syllables Igor...

Commander M: If I keep hearing zat horrible song, I think I VILL die today!

Igor: 1-8-7-7--

Vladimir: Igor! Yoo killed ze commander!

Igor: Oh no! Must revive him! Mouth to mouth resuscitation! At once!

Commander M: Vait no! I'm not actually dead! I said--hey let me go--NOOOOO--mlfff! Cough Wheez! Yoo
don't do mouth to mouth resuscitation on someone who doezn't need eet! Cough! Yoor breath could keel a
horze!

Igor: Keel a horze? Vell zen, must revive you again!

Commander M: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

Some time later

Dani: Can we get started with this already? I don't think Eli Smith is too hot on the idea of another
three-page article.

Igor: Ready vhen yoo are!

Vladimir: So how doez zis vork?



Dani: You'll figure it out.

Naftali Rubin

Dani: Resilience is your thing. Big word there. For those of you who can't stand when I use big words--

Vladimir: Zat's me!

Dani: resilience is the ability to keep moving forward even when things go wrong. Naftali, I know that
no matter what, you never give up, hide, quit, or run away. You always stick around and push through,
never giving up.

Yisroel Shulman

Dani: Even amid the wildest of enviorments, you're the guy who keeps his cool and waits it out without
a complaint. We're supposed to move as a bunk, and you don't question my guidance and commands like
many others do.

Commander M: Hey Vladimir. Take notes! Vhy don't yoo do zis?

Vladimir: Are yoo accuzing me of not folloving orderz?!

Asher Singer

Dani: You've got many talents, and much potential for--

Camptain WeirdBeard: Ferget all that stuff! He's a mighty warrior o' teh high seas! 'Nuff said!

Dani: Who let him in? Talk about a throwback to last year's article. Anyway, now that it's been brought
up, yea, me and you had some really epic sea battles this past summer too.

Noam Deutsch

Dani: Fast bonding is the name of the game here. We've been through so much, me, you, and the rest of
our team, during the war first half. Glorious victories, devastating defeats, and everything in
between. And we bonded tight during that time. We came so close to winning. I still think we lost
unfairly. But I don't like to keep dwelling on the past like this. Noam, you got the sportsmanship
trophy, hands down. It wasn't even a question. You're the one who obviously deserves it. While so many
others seem to think trash talking helps them win, you're the one who just stays quiet. Others use
trash talk as their "weapon". You don't do this. Skill is your weapon. You just stay quiet, and play,
and play well. I think the only reason you didn't get the MVP trophy is because you can't get both MVP
and Sportsmanship trophies. It saddens me that we're not on the same team again second half. Good luck
out there, friend.

Igor: Is ze speech over yet?

Commander M: Respect ze noble warrior, will yoo? He fightz with honor!

Chaim Zanvil Metal

Igor: YOOR MY HERO CHAIM!!

Everyone else: Huh?

Igor: Yez! Chaim eez ze only one who appreciates my humor!

Dani: I think he's just being nice to you, and not telling you your jokes are dumb. He is a really nice
guy. A really really really nice guy.

Commander M: Zis eez totally irrelevant, but he'z alzo a monzter at kickball. Grand slamz all around.
My zoldierz, vhen they feel like zkipping leg day in their training, I tell zem, "If yoo want to be
strong like Chaim Zanvil, yoo better not get lazy like zis!"

Moshe Lampert

Dani: More than just a camper, you're a good friend to me. A good friend to just about everyone in
fact. You're good at many things--be it sports, swikers, knowledge, or social interactions--but you
don't seem to get all haughty and stuff because of it. I've never seen you put down another person for
not being good at something, not even in leagues. That's basically why I'm glad to have you on my
league team. I made up a rule for myself: I only trade people off my league team if they want to be off
my league team. You though, I wouldn't trade you off, even if I didn't have that rule to stop me.

Elimelech Sternbuch

Dani: MVP. Guide to other campers. Would've been great having you on my league team, but I've had three
opportunites already, and still it hasn't happened. Like I said last year, persistence is your thing,
and you're still persistent. I guess that means that you're persistently persistent. You're the one who
keeps trying, and doesn't give up until you succeed. Every year, I'm not sure I'll come back to camp
the next year (I very much want to be in camp, mark my words. But other responsibilities make it hard
to be available during the summer). This year is no different. But if I am in camp next summer, I too
will persist. I too will keep trying. Someday, we will be on the same team.



Igor: Y'know Dani. Maybe yoo should just join swikerz. Zat vay, yoo can ztop worrying about all zis
"team" nonzenze.

Dani: And give up on getting Elimelech on my team?! Weren't you paying attention? This whole paragragh
is all about not giving up.

Shmuel Katz

Vladimir: Eez he one Kat or two Katz?

Commander M: Of courze he'z two Katz! Or maybe I should zay "They're two Katz", because ze other one
eez named Michoel!

Dani: Seriously?

Here's what I actually want to say about Shmuel. You've got a creative mind, making you an exemplary
swiker. You watch out for your younger brother. Michoel Katz is lucky to have a caring older brother
like you.

Aryeh Ansbacher

Dani: Aryeh is a guy with a sharp mind, sharp questions, and a hardy personality to complement that.
Accompanies me wherever I go in camp, and makes sure I'm doing my job right. Aryeh, you force me to
think, which I appreciate, seeing as I'm always looking for ways to get better at my job. Your
questions of why I do things the way I do--I take them seriously, as I do beleive everything I do
should have a reason. What I mean when I say you have a hardy personality--me and you can talk for
real, since I know you're tough enough for me to tell you bad news without "sugarcoating" it.

Aside from that, you make a great helper. Whenever I need help with something, you're the one who steps
up to the plate. You're almost like another backup counselor.

Vladimir: Yoo say zis guy eez zmart? Eh. Brainz are overrated. What do yoo need brainz for anyvay? Ze
only decision I make in battle eez "do I shoot with gun in my right hand or with gun in my left hand"!
Zat doezn't take much brain!

Igor: Sayz ze perzon who keepz needing to call me to zave him!

Dani: You called Igor Ze Medic?! You called Igor Ze Medic?! Are you out of you're mind?!

Vladimir: I didn't have a choice! I waz dying! On ze floor!

Dani: I think most people would rather die than listen to the his answering machine hotline... See what
happened to Commander Muklovsky in the beginning of this article for an example.

Eli Meir Kopstick

Dani: You're the one who takes everything in stride. You're chilled about everything, and forgive
easily. You're in swikers, but don't think I don't know about your secret sports potential.

Mordechai Amsel

Dani: You've got a creative mind, always full of ideas. You're also one of the few people for whom I
don't need to simplify my vocabulary. For many people (adults included), I have to avoid big words, to
avoid confusing people. For, you though, I can just talk straight. I don't know how you know so much
already--far, far more than pretty much every third grader I know. Your knowlege in science is also
enough to intimidate most adults (I happen to know a lot of science too, so I appreciate not having to
explain everything from scratch when talking about sciency stuff to you).

Vladimir: Vhat'z "intimidate" mean?

Yosef Mordechai Gutman

Dani: Two months. Two months is all me and you got to spend together, but I feel like we go way back.
We had a great (second half of) summer in 2020; we bonded tight back then. And it was good to have you
in my bunk again this year, even if it was only first half, even if we barely saw each other that month
what with me being so involved with the--

Vladimir: WAAAAAAAAAR!

Dani:...Vladimir, this is supposed to be a DMC...

Anyway, yes, busy with the war (also known as leagues). I'll miss you a lot Yosef.

Aaron Silber

Dani: With some of the others, I feel like we go way back, even if we only met recently. With you
though, we actually do go way back, literally. You're one of the only ones who's been my camper this
many years in a row, and I must say, it's been awesome. And I finally got you on my league team too!
It's about time! Speaking of which, you're a strong leader and aggressively skilled athlete (I know, I
said that last year too), with a firm sense of justice (Cringe. I also said that last year too). By
special activity, you so often take charge, giving orders to the rest of the bunk before I even finish
figuring out how the game works. Pretty clutch too, considering I tend to be rather low on energy by



the end of the day. If it were up to me, I'd nominate you as a counselor. Unfortunately, something
called "age restriction" makes that illegal. Give it a few years though.

Vladimir: Vell, I have zome forged documentz for zat... Maybe get one of ze head ztaff drunk, and have
him zign... Zat vay, ve can get Aaron a counzelor pozition early...

Commander M: Forging? Not vith yoor terrible handwriting Vladimir.

Dani: I mentioned leagues earlier. This pretty much goes without saying, but Aaron dominates in
leagues. You easily got the MVP award, and I think some even voted for you to get that award both
halves. Also, I want to note that you live by honor in war, or something like that. So many times, you
gave a teammate the role of being "field commander", even when we all knew you could rightfully take
it. That's not the only example I can think of you living by honor. There are many others. Your sense
of honor is the main reason I like having you around.

Ari Lipszyc

Dani: I really don't know how I never realized this about you last year. Yeah, you know what's coming
next. You've got a pretty good acting ability. Probably even better than many of the counselors. If we
meet up in camp again (and are on the same Color War team), I'm gonna make sure to keep a slot open for
you by Color War Plays. Watch out world. Ari Lipszyc coming through.

POSTSCRIPT: THE REAL ME
Once a camper, always a camper

              Ever notice how it's easier to act onstage in front of a large croud--if you're wearing a
mask? That's because you're using the mask as "protection" from the fear of messing up in public. The
human mind doesn't exactly make sense, but that's how it works. When you wear a mask, you lose that
fear, because even if you mess up, people don't see you mess up, they see a masked man mess up.
Somehow, this works even though everyone knows who's behind the mask.

              I'm the same way. I don't literally wear a mask, but it's the same idea. I hide behind a
fake version of myself--this year, I was most of the time either a Russian captain (by leagues) or a
pirate (at the high seas). Most people don't really ever meet the real me.

              So here, I'm gonna do something that terrifies me: I'm gonna just be the "real me" for
this part. That's right. No Russians, pirates, or cowboys to help me here. Now, I am no longer a Turkey
Master, nor a mad scientist. Abdul the Arab is gone, finished, no more. I'm not Cookie Monster, Veggie
Monster, Kookie Monster, or anything else of that sort anymore. I don't even have a towel mache turkey
with me. Here, I'm just myself. Here goes.

EVEN IF YOU WERE NOT MY BUNK READ

NEXT PART!

              As some of you may have heard me say, "Once a camper, always a camper." To me, the bunk
is not gone once the summer ends. I beleive in something called "bonding". That means, I'm in camp not
to earn money. I'm here to make friends with my campers--a relationship that lasts forever. Why
forever? To me, a camper is a younger brother. You never leave behind a younger brother, no matter what.
It doesn't matter what he can or can't do. He's a brother, and will be a brother forever. And I think
Chevra is the perfect place for that--"Chevra" basically means "friendship" in Hebrew. As I said
earlier, the bunk isn't gone when the summer ends. So when I get a new bunk, I really see it as adding
more campers to my bunk from before, since I'll never leave an old bunk behind. So my "bunk" gets
bigger every year. Also, even if you were never in my bunk, there's still a good chance I think of you as
my camper. I think of my league team as my campers. People in the same grade as my bunk (that means
Bunk Menashe this year) are my campers too, even though I'm not getting tips from them. This year I
realized, I think of people who joined one of my bunks from before (such as Bunk Reuven, Bunk Shimon,
and Bunk Levi) as my campers too. Better late than never, I guess. People in my learning group are also
campers to me. There are other examples too, but I won't list all of them. At this, point, I've had
memorable moments with many campers, accross all age groups. Each summer in Chevra has been a wild ride
and an amazing adventure--and it wouldn't have been the same without you. We truly are a Chevra, like
our camp's name.

If you ever need to reach me, my number is 1(845)445-5922. I can also be reached at
danielyginsberg@gmail.com. To speak to me in person, you can probably find me in the front-left corner
of Ohr Reuven Beis Medrash over the course of this year. I am never too busy for campers.

--Dani out.






























